DTM Nigeria

IDP Population Variation between Round 26 and 27

Top LGAs with Variation

**Damboa**
IDP population increase due to new arrivals from Sabon Gari community moved in by the military to Damboa town.

**Monguno**
IDP population increase as a result of the massive influx of people from Kukawa LGA triggered by attack.

**Maiduguri**
IDP population Decrease due to IDP relocation to their place of origin for the Elections.

**Tafawa Balewa**
IDP population decrease as a result of Boto camp closure. Majority returned to Mangu and Barki ladi in Plateau State.

Reasons for increase

- **Conflicts/Attacks**
- New arrivals
- Temporary hardship measures

Reasons for decrease

- Returned to place of origin
- Insecurity
- Returned to former residences
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